
Our innovative and growing company is searching for experienced candidates for
the position of security technical manager. Please review the list of responsibilities
and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do
not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and
talent.

Responsibilities for security technical manager

Manage information security portfolio of initiatives and roadmap, including
long term strategic initiatives short term projects
Manage high visibility cross-functional projects, and ensure on-time execution
and delivery
Build in transparency and efficiency in project execution, while leading
prioritization, conflict resolution and continuous forward movement
Ensure clear and periodic communication throughout project / program
lifecycle to various internal and external stakeholders, including senior
executives
Identify and generate metrics to measure value delivery and drive
improvements
Manage vulnerability governance process across various Engineering and IT
teams
Drive process improvements across the various security and external teams
Implements and oversees processes, programs, and tools to support
information assurance, regulatory compliance with the 3rd party/vendor risk
management team, and executes internal control, governance, and risk
management activities to ensure secure delivery of internal initiatives
Monitors and analyzes technology risk trends and advises IT and business
management regarding appropriate IT policies, procedures, and practices

Example of Security Technical Manager Job
Description
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Leads, develops, and maintains the IT risk management strategy

Qualifications for security technical manager

Credibility in the security sector based on past delivery, evangelism, or
certifications
Knowledge of the financial services or the public sector market, including key
players, market trends, and technology direction
Background in the internet, technology (consumer or B2B), or software
industries
3+ years of experience in project/program management in a technical field
Experience in security or compliance consulting or advisory work in in
support of a highly technical environment
Experience in performing and/or participating in technical assessments in
direct support of a major compliance effort (SOC, PCI, or ISO Certification)


